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said, he would ask the Fire Department to arrest anyone definitely
known to have turned in a false
False fire alarms set off in alarm.
The Fire Department was not
Husman Hall October 5 and 12 and
in Brockman Hall October 16and 23 · called in when the alarm ·was soundhave brought the Fire Department ed one week later in Husman.
to Xavier three times this month. Saracina was on duty at the time,
The consternation of Husman Hall and cleared the dorm himself ·in
Director Rocco Saracina and about ten minutes. Seeing no
Brockman Hall ·Director Bob · evidence of fire while evacuating the
Denyer was evident in their inter- dorm, he made a second check while
all residents were outside, rather
views with the Xavier News.
A non-student, visiting Husman than calling in firefighters.
Saracina acknowledged that he
2-east, is suspected of tripping the
first f~lse alarm. Campus Security deliberately made all the students ·
made the suspect leave campus at wait while the second check of the
that time, but in the future, Saracina · dorm was made, in hopes that stuBy MARY C. HENKEL
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Mad scientist Tom Flynn is one of the foatured oddities at this
year's Student Government Haun~d House at the Pied Piper.
Tonite (Thursday) is your last chance tb partake in the horror.

d~~E!

nnnoyance with the incident
might discourage the recurrence of
false ·alarms. "It's just inexcusable,"
Saracina commented. However, he
doesn't think Husman will have
more false alarms after the last one.
At Broekman Hall, Bob Denyer
said, "We would just as soon call the
Fire Department every time the
alarm is sounded, clear the hall, ~nd
then check for fire." Since last year's
fire in Husm~n Hall, this Procedure
is recommended by the Fire Marshall.
Whereas, according to Denyer "We
would have three or four in one night
in Brockman last year," the Fire
False to page 5

Petition urges change
in cafeteria m.anagement
By

LAR~Y

SHEEHE

X•vler. Newa Slilll WrUer

Cafeterias ·will be ·cafeterias.
Because of their very nature (impersonal mass preparation of food' to
satisfy daily nutritional requirements), they never attain a high
degree of popularity. If a current
petition is any gauge of campus sentiment, then ·the Xavier cafeteria
situation is a borderline "tolerable."
The petition in question urges that
"a thorough investigation 'be conducted by Xavier University concerning services, policies, arid the financial operations ofthe Xavier University division of Shamrock Services,
Inc. If, after such ari investigation, it
is determined that any inadequacies
and shortcomings of the present
food service cannot be corrected,
· then· we. recommend that another
food service be most seriously considered: specifically, Food Service

Management Inc., Yellow Springs,
Ohio, Dale Henry, President."
Dale Henry, the Uirecto.r·of the
cafeteria last year, was a popular
man on campus. He did a creditable
job and most students were unhappy
to find that he ·did not return this ·
year. Most, however, were not aware
of the circumstances sUt:rounding his
departure. Contrary to many
rumors, Dale Henry quit Shamrock
and went into business for himself.
According to Father Robert·Mulligan, President, Henry submitted a
bid this past summer for the operation ·of the cafeteria. He was turned
down for several reasons. First,
Xavier already had a contract with
Shamrock. Second, Henry's company is a small one. "Large com. parlies like Shamrock are much
better. prepared, to abso~b losses
without going~ under." Finally,
Henry's tactics (quitting Shamrock
and then attempting to undermine

them) were considered unethical,
and ·thus' unacceptable.
So Xavier stayed with Shamrock
and their new director, Mr. Norm
Camp. Camp, a man with vast experience in the field, readily admits
that there have been problems so far
this year and has demonstrated his
willingness to be ojlen to suggestions
and criticisms. "I'm here to make
sure that the students get all they
need and want to eat. I want to give
the students what they want and
make the cafeteria an enjoyable
place." Camp has accepted the petition stoically. "If the students have
gripes, I want to know about them.''
He makes himself available for dis, cussion every day during lunch and
supper in the cafeteria .
The possibility of any drastic action 'being taken because of the petib~TOM PETRE

PetHion to page 5

Mr. Norm Camp, Xavier's food service director, polls students
on their reactions to cafeteria food and service.

Doctoral program in
psychology is sought
There is a demand for doctorate
training botn by students and by
The Xavier News has learned that . society. Currently it is twice as hard
the possibility of starting a doctorate to get into a doctoral program in
program in Psychology is currently psychology as it is to get into·
being discussed by a committee of medical school. Also, there is no
the Psychology Department. This shortage of positions for Doctors of
committee, :headed by Dr. Psychology once they finish school.
. Kronenberger, is hopeful about in-. Dr. Kronenberger also said that any
itiating this completely new level of program could not and would not
studies for Xavier University, which cost the University money, would be
at present has no dOctoral programs. self-supporting, and will enhance the
In an interview with XU News, Dr. . prestige of the entire University.
Kronenberger stated that these ten- . The problems of library resources,
tative plans may become reality as which are currently inadequate for a
doctoral level program in psyearly as September, 1976.
The possibility of starting a doc- chology, can be circumvented by the
torate program in psychology has use of community. resources which
been· dis cussed by department are at present fiflilnced by . tax
:members for the past· six years. , monies .. Over a -longer period· of
By RON CSEABAK
X8Wier NNI l ..lf WrHw

time, the library could be supplied
with adequate ·materials. The committee must also come up. with a concrete plan for presentation to the
Psychology Department. It is still
. undecided whether ihe program will
be a Doctorate in Clinical Psy- .
· chology (Ph;D.) or the newer Doctorate in Practical Psychology (Ps. ·
D.) which is geared more toward5
professional practice.
.
The program would at most consist of 20-25 students. No new
buildings would be needed, and not
many new.factilty members would be.
h'ired. This program is st.ill in the
planning stage, and Dr.
Kronen~rger would appreciate any
comments or criticisms from the Un. iversity Community.

Dr: Joseph Bourgeois, left, and Dr. A I Beige/lead discussion at
the German Roundtable meeting last Wednesday. The Roundtable will continue on a weekly basis. More information can be
found on page 2.
·

Queen City-Metro a cheap lift
this week

By MARCIA PLESCIA

E Bus to Clifton

Xevler NIWI SIIH Writer

in the news
Lampoon credits Xav,ler student
On October 17. 1974, the Harvard Lampoon, the nation's oldest.
college humor magazine. released a full-length parody of Sports Illustrated magazine, .complete with regular Sports Illustrated
departments and features.
The 112-page parody. which will be sold throughout the United
States and overseas with a distribution of over 800,000 copies, is the
Lampoon's fourth. parody in six years. It follows the famous
Cosmopolitan parody of 1972 with its Henry Kissinger centerfold,
which set a record for single-issue magazines by selling 1.1 million
copies. and the Time parody of 1969, which made publishing history
by selling out its 500,000 copies in less than a week.
Although the Lampoon is staffed exclusively by Harvard and
Radcliffe undergraduates as the official undergraduate humor
magazine of Harvard College, a Xavier University senior appears on
the masthead of the Sports Illustrated parody for having contributed
editoria,l services. Jack Schmitt, of University Heights, Ohio, aided in
the preparation of material for several departments in the parody.
Schmitt lives in Marion Hall.

New students can party at Schott.
The Jesuits of Xavier invite all freshmen and transfer students to an
informal gathering at the Schott residence on Friday, November 8,
8:00-11:00 pm. Beer. chips. and the fabled dining room in Schott will
provide an excellent opportunity for new students to meet the Jesuit
comminity and other fellow students. Students can drop in anytime, or
stay the whole time.

Mermaid Tavern serves writers
Anyone in the Xavier community who has written, or is interested in
poetry. short stories, science fiction, essays, or any kind of creative
writing at all. and is open to constructive criticism and discussion, is invited to join the Mermaid Tavern. There are informal meetings every
Thursday night, 7:30 pm. in the basement of the Ratterman House
(corner of Dakota and Redway.)

Deutsche Talelrunde
Students and faculty members interested in improving their
knowledge of German are invited to join the German Roundtable
every Wednesday from 2-4 pm. in the Regis Room on the ground floor
. of the University Center.
No credits, grades, or charges are involved. Participants can come.·
and go as they please. Dr. Beigel and Dr. Bourgeois will serve as
mederators of these informal get-togethers.

_Interdisciplinary course to be offered
A special interdisciplinary course, "Profile of Contemporary Urban
America," will be offered on campus November 15-16-17. This one
credit hour ilourse can be applied to undergraduate social science core
requirements, or may be audited. Parents, alumni, and high school
seniors are also invited to participate, and may receive credit.
Topics of the weekend seminar will feature headlines ranging from
"Signs of Distress in Contemporary America" to "The Impact oflnflation on the Urban Economy." Guest lecturers will include Mr. J
Kenneth Blackwell, Dr. Roger Fortin, Mrs. Mary· Lou Gist, Dr.
Thomas Hailstones, Dr. Stanley Hedeen, Miss Marva Moore,. Dr.
Lorraine Perlmutter and Dr. Paul Simon. The weekend·will involve
lectures. group discussions, and if taken for credit a "reaction" paper.
The course schedule has been designed to k~ep evenings free. Class
times are: S:OO to 9:30 Friday, 9:00 to5:00 Saturday, and 10:00 to5:00
Sunday.
.
Information brochures may be picked up a the University Center, or
mailed upon request. Tele~hone 745-3201.

Xavier U Diversity students can go ·
most anywhere in the Cincinnati
area with a minimum of difficulty
and expense. The Queen City Metro
bus system has two buses which stop
at the end of the XU Mall, and at
Dana and Montgomery. These buses
will take passengers to a number of
points where a transfer can be made·
to another bus which will take the
rider to his destination. The citysubsidized buses charge only 25¢
fare, ·and transfers are free.
The .. E.. bus, which stops at the
Dana Ave. location, will carry
passengers from Hughes Corner in
Clifton to Eastern Ave. in Hyde
Park, Monday through Saturday.
This route gives direct access to the
University of Cincinnati and the
Cincinnati Zoo. Also, the #4 eastbound buses stop at XU. They travel
as far north as Kenwood and south
to Fourth and Main. Along these
two routes transfers can be made so
that Cincinnati Gardens, Eden Park,
large shopping centers, Mt. St.
Joseph and Riverfront Stadium are
within easy reach.
Cincinnati Gardens: Take an eastbound · #4 to Montgomery and
Carthage. Transfer to northbound
#71 to the Gardens.
Shopping Centers: To get to the
Kenwood Mall take the #4,
Kenwood Plaza and Madeira. For
N orthgate Shopping Center take the
westbound "E" to Clifton and
Ludlow, transfer to westbound #61
to Ludlow and Knowlton's Corner.
From here #19 will go to Northgate.
Mt. St. Joseph: Take a
southbound #4 to Florence and
Reading. Here transfer to a #43, #45
pr #48 which will go to Government
Square, downtown. From here take
the westbound ·#32. This bus stops
within walking distance of the
Mount.·
Riverfront Stadium: Any of the #4
buses southbound to Fourth arid
Main would be.within a short distance of the stadium.
For further information write to
Queen City Metro, Six-East Fo.urth
St., Cincinnati, Ohio 45202, or call
621-4455.
CinCinnati Zoo: Take the "En bus
to Vine and Erkenbrecher.
Eden Park (Playhouse in the
Park, Art Museum): Take the "E"
bus to Vine and Erkenbrecher,
transfer to #49.

(Dana and end of the Mall): Monday thru Friday A.M.: -6:01, 6:31,
6:58,7:18,7:31,7:43,8:07,8:33,8:55,9:19,9:42,10:13,10:58, 11:43.
P.M.: 12:28, 1:13, 1:58, 2:54, 3:20, 3:46, 4:11, 4:37, 5:03, 5:29, 5:55,
6:19, 6:47,7:17,7:50,8:41,9:31,10:21. Saturday A.M.: 6:30,7:12,7:57,
8:42,9:27, 10:14,11:00, 11:47. P.M.: 12:35, 1:22,2:10,2:57,3:45,4:44,
5:32, 6:17. 7:02, 7:45.

E Bus _to Hyde Park
(Dana and end of Mall:....._ Coke bottling plant side) Monday thru Friday A.M.: 5:18, 5:44,6:16,6:48,7:19,8:08,8:19,8:33,8:56,9:31, 10:16, .
II :01: II :46. P.M.: 12:21, I :16, 2:01, 2:40, 2:58, 3:18, 3:46,4:12, 4:38;
5:04, 5:30, 5:56, 6:26, 7:01, 7:44, 8:40, 9:24, 10:14, 10:58. Saturday,
A.M.: 6:29,7:16,8:01,9:31,10:14,11:01,11:49. P.M.: 12:36,1:24,2:11,
2:59, 3:58, 4:46, 5:33, 6:19, 7:06, 7:46.
.

#4 Bus Downtown·
(Dana and Montgomery): Monday thru Friday, earliest bus is 5:22
A.M., Latest 1:43 A.M., with buses about every 8 minutes during the
main hours of the day: Last bus back from downtown at 12:45 A.M.
from Main Street at Fifth. Saturday's earliest bus downtown is at 5:22
A.M .,latest at 12:58 A.M. Leav~downtownfrom MainatFifth up until midnight. Sundays and Holidays, buses run only every 45 minutes.
Earliest one to downtown is at 5:22 A.M.,Iast at 12:59 A.M. Last bus
from downtown leaves Main & Fifth at midnight.

VETERAN-S:
NEED AN
EXTRA

JOB·
Army Reserve units in Cincinnati and vicinity have openings in
the following job areas:

Intelligence Specialist
Llngulats (Any Language)
Photo Interpreters
Radio Teletype Operatora
Clerk Typlata
Motor Mechanics
Generator Operatora/Mechanlci
Small Computer Repal;man ·
We need men and women with or without previous military experience, and with or without civilian job experience. If you don't
have one of the skills listed, we'll train you. You'll be paid $3.02 to
$4.50 and hour to start. 16 hours a month and two weeks annual
training. Plus good promotion opportunities and retirement
benefits. Call 771-4740 or 771-4741, ask for Mr. Ed Hormann.
We're The 259th Military Intelligence at 11880 Mosteller Rd.,
Sharonville, Ohio 45241.

Bookstore winners announced
The drawing of the Xavier Bookstore lottery was held on Friday,
October I H. The Bookstore has announced its list of winners. Stuart
Hill was awarded I st prize in the lottery, which consists of up to $30.00
worth of books for the Spring Semester. Mary Beth Butler received a
Siladium Xavie.r.'~niv~rs!tY. ~ing. f!Jr 2nd prize. Both Madel~ine
Bourgeois and Robert Berling placed 3rd and will each receive pen
sets. American Heritage Dictionaries were won by Dan Sheperd and
Gary Kroegger for 4th prize. Mike Hetteberg and Mike Giovanetti
placed 5th and 6th and have won a Samsonite carrying case and a
Stadium thermos kit, respectively. Mark Wagner placed 7th and won a
.Jokari Set and Tim Graham. 8th prize winner, received a Tiinex watch.
Robert Irwin and William A. Hall, 9th and lOth prizes, won an X.U.
~hirt and record album respectively for participating in the lottery. The
ll'inners were drawn from a box of cash register receipts, which the
students deposited at the door of the store.

Sharp teeth are identified
Remeber that rugby player who was left with an ear and a half?'rhe
culprit in that rugby ripoff has been identified and banned from play
until the end of the 1976 season. An overenthusiastic corporal in the
British commandos, George Wright, was chewed out by the Devon
R ughy Football Union for biting off a portion of an opponent's car.

The Xevler Newa Is the official student
lne·wsp.aper of Xavier University. The articles, picformat are the responsibility of the
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Gordon
Lightfoot
Ttl~ Xavier Fieldhouse, long the
bane of those unfortunate artists
boqked through, last Thursday was
filled to capacity by a crowd of rabid ·
Gordon Lightfoot fans.
Wendy Waldeman, a Californian
with a beautifully strong, low, feline
voice, opened the night with her
peculiar style .of countrified blues,
with some city thrown in-in fact,
somewhat of a cross between Laura
Nyro and Maria Muldaur;
Waldeman was plagued throughout
her set by poor sound, especially
toward the back of the hall, and subsequent crowd noise. Her delivery is
enormously seductive, her material
fair to very good. One song in particular, "Come On Down to My
House," to which Waldeman accom-·
panied · herself on dulcimer, was
almost tactile in effect.
·But to examine the phenomenom
of Lightfoot:

This . reviewer was· strangely
disappointed-not in the concert: it
was good, even very good, but
definitely_ not up to Lightfoot stari-

dards, at least not to another Lightfoot concert 2Y2 years back. That is
perfectly understandable. Lightfoot
looked tired, as well he should on a
tou·r with many one-nighters, and
toward the end of the evening was
growing ever-so-slightly hoarse.
·The problemisnotsomuchLightfoot, but his growing pop status.
'Although more widely listened to,
he is less deeply appreciated. After
all, Lightfoot has been around about
thirteen years now: He has out
ten albums. Big in Canada and
on the coasts, it has only been within
the last four years that most·
Midwesterner~ have even knowingly
heard his material, and only since
·~sundown" that he has received
popular adulation. ·
Superstardom has ruined many an
artist. Look at Seals & Crofts or
Elton John. While their style and instrumentation grew more polished,
more complex, the quality of their
later composition is much inferior to
their early and peak material. Apparently it is nigh-impossible to keep
presenting one's soul to the masses

a~d have it returned inw'ct.
-

So far at least, Lightfoot himself
has not been affected, but his performance is far showier; noris he a tease
with it. He is more picturesquejeans, rosebud-sequinned chambray
shirt, wrists larded with silver, tur-.·
·_quoise and· Indian beads-but far·
less personal with. the caudience.
Thursday he was highly mechanical
at first; and, when he finally loosened, did so only superficially. Indeed,
much of his interaction was on a
Pavlovian level: whenever Lightfoot
said "shit," the hopper "portion" of
the crowd (and there were some very
old hoppers) clapped and cheered
(apparently,forthemthewordisstill
somethingradic!ll), so Lightfoot said
"shit" some more ...
Phrases such as "dark horse
single" have crept into Lightfoot's
yocabulary, and the choice of"Sundown" itself, certainly one of his
weaker compositions (though
"catchy"), as the title song of a,n
album, would indicate that Establishmentarianism is setting in.

But Lightfoot is still a superb com- tation, he has gone to a sophisticated
poser and musician, even if his per- pop/folk lyric country sound; even
formances have deteriorated. That his pronunciation is inore counin itself is probably indicative of a trified. Instrumentally, from simple
disease with his new image. All is not guitar-guitar I bass accompaniment,
lost. Apart from all the marketplace with strings, mandolin or harmonica
Saranwrap in which Lightfoot is suf- added as special effect, Lightfoot
focating himself, he .has not lost his now almost routinely utilizes strings
integrity as a lyricist) composer. Any and percussion and Moog in a manyindividual is bound to change over _layered orchestration. (Thatcoun.try
thirteen years, just as have all old sounds are very ·popular and
Lightfoot fans since his ftrst slick- profitable right now, one hopes, is
haired albumcover portrait. The merely incidental.) Of course, listenchanges are not for better or worse; ing to Lightfoot's marvelously
mellifluous voice is still like being
they are simply changes.
bathed in clear liquid gold.
So, if Lightfoot's music is perhaps·
I( not technically, but
Jess personal, it is also Jess self- philosophically, will Gordon Lightconcerned, and more other- foot be spoiled by unbridled success?
inclusive. If he is. less angry , he is 'Tis a matter of judgment, but after
more tolerant. His earlier, uncom- all, how long can an increasingly
promising idealism and romanticism affluent family man in his midhave ripened into a gentle realism, thirties realistically keep singing
·but he is not resigned.
songs like "EaJ:IY Morning Rain"?
Artistically, Lightfoot's lyrics are The only question about Lightfoot
generally less starkly poetic, but his no longer is what he is singing, but
music now better complements his· why he is singing what he is.
words. From a heavily countryAnita Buck
infused, but often urban folk orien-

Sugflr 'n Spice
Reading Road at Victory Parkway
OPEN EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK
FOR YOUR DINING PLEASURE
DELICIOUS SANDWICHES OR
COMPLETE DINNERS

DRO.P IN AFTER THE MOVIE
OR AFTER THAT LATE
WEEK-END DATE.
I

WE SERVE CINCINNATI'S FiNEST PANCAKES AND WAFFLES.
WHY NOT ENJOY A RELAXING SUNDAY MORNING BREAKFAST
_WITH l]S. JUST 5 MINUTES .FROM.ALL XAVIER DORMITORIES.
P81113

the stage is .set
Part-time Bogarts: theatre workshop

Players'
Henry IV
a fine first
offering
The current offering at the Xavier
Theatre is Henry IV Part I, and the
Xavier Players have responded to
Shakespeare's lofty title with a noble performance.
Basically. the play is a comedy of
pedestrian mayhem, cemented by a
princely plot of rebellion. Henry IV.
king of England, is faced with an insurrection by the Northern Earls.
The Earls are led by the hotblooded
H otspur. · a pugnacious young man
wh8 not only insults Henry by refusing to relinquish Scottish captives
taken in a recent battle but also
humiliates him by his mere
presence-for Henry's own son
Prince Hal, the same age as Hots pur,
ignores bellicose pursuits and

a review
cavorts with Falstaff and company
in Mistress Quickly's tavern.
This cavorting, of course. presents
the most memorable part of the play.
Bill Braun, playing Hal, is gifted
with a dazzling facial dexterity-he
mugs, mimes. and mocks with
Falstaff and other cohorts such as
Bardolph, who is presented by
another priceless clowner, Ken
Renner. However, the serious plot
begins to enter the comic as a
messenger arrives at Quickly's to
summon Hal to the King. This
catalyzes two excellent scenes-first,
the play extempore within the play,
wherein Falstaff and Hal rehearse
Hal's meeting with the King, and second. Hal's actual confrontation
with his father. whereupon the
prince sheds his rascally disguise and
emerges as a valiant young man.
From here, the comic and serious
plots join and accelerate, battlefield
tension dominating as the royal

The Xavier Players have announced the development of a new
program, under the title Theater
Workshop, to involve more Xavier
people in theater, on a small-scale,
grass-roots level.

An offshoot of last year's
Educational Experimental Theater,
which last March staged three oneacts, the Theater Workshop is
designed to draw into dramatic acJob division and working hours
tivity non-theater majors who are
wary of involving themselves in a will be left completely to cast and
major production, and the time and crew members; hopefully, the plays
effort that would entail. The Players can be put together and presented on
realize that there are many students . weekday afternoons, for the confather and son begin their strategy
against the insurgent Earls. Dennis
Howard as King Henry acts with impressive gravity and magnitude,
although Hal seems iess convincing
than he was in the comical scenes.
Meanwhile Falstaff,· a Miles
G/oriosus,dodges the action just as
he did earlier in the very funny
Gads hill robbery. His reasons for
cowardice become clear as Dennis
Buck gives an inspired rendition of
the old man's soliloquy on honor, ·
punctuating his thoughts with
emphatic bites of capon.
King Henry dispatches his
c~amberlain to the rebel camp,
offering reconciliation, and the
rebels in turn send young Sir
R·ichard Vernon, and the crafty
Worcester as emissaries to the King.
However, Worcester, (played with
prepossessing severity by Bill
Mooney) realizes that "treason is but
trusted like the fox" and convinces
Vernon to return to their camp bearing news only of challenge, ignoring
the King's offer of a pact. As a result,
the battle begins. Hal kills Hotspur,
thus silencing forever Henry's earlier
wish that the two boys had been exchanged at birth and Hotspur was
actually his son. Amusingly, the
braggadocio-filled Falstaff plays
possum during the combat, only to
then claim credit for Hotspur's
death. Finally, the rebels are overcome, Worcester and Vernon executed for their duplicity, and King
Henry vows that "Rebellion in this
land shall lose his sway."
The Players' Henry IV is indeed a
noble
pe do rma nce-wi th
fascinating history, and irresistible
comedy. It's well worth seeing, and is
even free for Xavier students.
Barhara /\nne Breckel .

GEORGE'S CLEANERS
Serviced by CAPITOL

3976 Montgomery at Williams

COMPLETE DRY CLEANING
LAUNDRY SERVICE

AND

SHIRTS BEAUTIFULLY LAUNDERED
DISCOUNT TO ALL XAVIER UNIV.
STUDENTS AND FACULTV MEMBERS

... . .

WE WILL BE GRATEFUL FOR AN OPPORTUNITY TO SERVE YOU
PHONE 631-8688

,.....

with past high school a nil community theater experience who feel unqualified for work on any of Xavier's
four annual productions. By presenting at least one small play a month,
the Workshop would give such
students an outlet for their talents,
practical experience, and confidence
in their. ability. Members of the
Players also will be given opportunities to hone their skills.

~
For THURSDAY, OCT. 31

For SUNDAY, NOV. 3
lfenry
IV,I•artl. X.U. Players. in
Haunted House. Sponsored by Stuthe Theater.
dent Government.
"'Hyin~e Uutchman of Space." A
For MONDAY, NOV. 4
radio drama on WV XU - FM is now
heing aired on Thursday nights at !\lid-Terms.
10:~10.
For TUESDAY, NOV. 5
For FRIDAY, NOV. 1
Haunted House. Sponsored by Student Government.
Costume l,arty. Husman Hall basement, M p.m. -I a.m.
Henry IV, Part I. X. U. Players, in
the Theater.

For SATURDAY, NOV. 2
Suc:c:er. Thomas More at X.U.
Henry IV,I,art I. X.U. Players, in
the Theaier.
·

Mid Terms.
Art Exhibit. Jean Sounders. U niversity Center. Nov. 5-22.

BITCH
If you don't like what we're
writing, let us hear about it.
The Xavier News is your
newspaper.

WELL •••

venience of commuters. Productions
possibly may be staged in the grill,
cafeteria, or out-of-doors, as well as
in the Theater. Sets, make-up and
costuming will be left to the ingenuity of the Workshop people; all the .
properties of the players are at their
disposal.
·
Work on the first Workshop performance will be initiated within the
~ext couple of weeks, directed by
junior Charlotte Strayhorne.
Anyone interested in directing,
writing, acting or crewing in a
Workshop production should contact Jeff Linton at the X.U. Players'
office behind the Theater, 745-3939.

For WEDNESDAY, NOV. 6
Mid-Terms.
I· rench Table me~ts every Wednesday in Cafeteria Balcony for dinner.
4:45 to 6:30. Any student interested
in speaking French is invited.
(;erman Roundtable. Fordham
Room. Univ. Center. 2:00 to4:00, on
come-and-go basis.

THE NE'W

'PIPER
COFFEEHOUSE
SATURDAY 9-1
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
FREE REFRESHMENTS
FREE AOMISS,OI"f

Leisner re·vises Athenaeum
By SHANNON FLYNN
Xftler Ntwl Slllf Wrller

S..H Pholo blf TOM PETRE

Gr:eg Leisner, above, and Carol Jacober are currently attempting to
revive interest in Xavier's literary magazine, the Athemaeum.

Student Senate disburses
grants to· the dormitories
By LARRY SHEEHE
Xftler New1 S ..lf Wrller.

The Tuesday, Oct. 22 edition of
the Xavier Student Senate was the
best to date.' Cooperation and efficiency, two items sorely lacking in
previous sessions, marked . this
meeting as some important issues
were resolved.
The first was the granting of
$100.00 to each of the four dormitories. This money was given with
no strings attached. It is for the
benefit of each individual hall How
it is used_is up to the discretion of
each individual hall's government.
Concerning the United Appeal,
the Senate decided to donate 10% of
their profits from concessions at the
Gordon Lightfoot concert in addition to the money collected on the
mall ($128.70) two weeks ago. ·
A SSOO.OO grant was awarded to
the Senior Class for the funding of a
dan.ce to be held November 22.
NewlyelectedSenatorTomSchwing resigned from his seat after two
meetings. He. cited lack of cooperation among .the Senators as his
reason.
The Senate cooperated readily
enough in finding a replacement for
him, though. Jim Moroney,a Senior
living off campus, was chosen.
Moroney ·is no stranger to the

workings of Student Government.
As a donn student, he was a Senator
and Social Chairman of the Student
Body. His experience made him a
standout among the other candidates. .
-

Petition
from page 1·

The Xavier Athenaeum is being
revived and transformed this year by
Xavier senior Greg Leisner and
junior Carol Jacober. The
Athenaeum, for those not familiar
with it, has been Xavier's literary
magazine for a number of years.
Once strong, in the 1950's, ''when the
status thing was to be literary" quips
Leisner, the Athenaeum was
published four times a year.
Through t~e 60's, support diminished and for five years the magazine
was discontinued entirely. For the
past several years it has reappeared
merely as a single issure published in
May. The Athenaeum has been
faltering ever since, though, under
the burden of controversy and the
aura of effete elitism.
·
. Greg and Carol are revamping
every aspect of the old Athenaeum.
Possibly the most refreshing revision
will be the change in ·tenor of the
works to be published. Jn the past,
Athenaeum, like many college
literary publications, has labored,
under the myth, founded or im· aginary, of intellect_ual elitism. The·
casual student poets or artists are
often hesitant to submit their work
toeditors.Inevitably,editorsdepend
on their own literature to fill their
pages, further discouraging the·
reluctant contributor. Editor
· Leisner's approach is an enthusiastic
appeal to the "more reticent writers"
of the Xavier Community.

tion is doubtful. Mr. Thomas Stadtmiller, Xavier Business Manager, is
firmly behind Camp. "Norm is doing
This appeal is expressed in
a fine job. Much of the difficulty en- Leisner's editorial policy. "As a
countered so far can be directly at- literary publication for and by the
tributed to the food situation in this students, the AthenaeUm fosters a
co~J.Qtry. We are doing our best to
unique. and critical respect for the
keep your [the student's] board fee written word - not as a polished
down. We[the University] are absor- package of formulated phrases by a
bing the losses. As for this petition, l distant author, but as a living ex presdon't mind telling you that I'm dis- sion, rough perhaps, but marked
appointed by the underhanded with the ideosyncracies of the
manner in which it was conducted. familiar." In the last Athenaeum half
This is why we have the Food Service of the contributions were from the
Advisory Board, to get the student's editorial staff and three-fourths of
complaints out in the' open ...This the contributors were seniors or
petition was a behind-the-back -alumni. Leisner.~-- hopes-· -liis inmaneuver."
novations will break this precedent.
The Food Service Advisory Board
· Ensuing from this broader appeal
meets bi-weekly. The next scheduled is the opening up of the Athenaeum
meeting is Tuesday, November 5. AJJ to a more extensive field of arconcerned students. (at last ·count, tiSticjliterary expression. Veering
there were more than 300 signatures away from the old mode of printing
on that petition) are invited, and in- exclusively poetic and short fiction
deed encouraged to be present.
pieces, Le'isner hopes to print
humorous pieces and original nonfiction, as weD. "We'd like to feature
articles of a topical nature or

perhaps human interest stories," explained Carol Jacober. Both l.eisner
and Jacober stressed that the 19747S Athenaeum can now publish
sketches, graphics, and
photographs. Photography, especially, could never be printed in
the former Athenaeum because .of
the type of paper used.
·The most apparent and impressive
change for the Athenaeum will be its
format. Previously, Athenaeum has
been produced on a rough grade
paper, aboutthe size of a handbook.
The paper and size severely
hampered layout versatility and it
excluded many forms of non-literary
expression. The new Athenaeum will
appear in magazine style on glossy
paper. This innovation is almost entirely the origin of Athenaeum's new
· scope. The larger pages allow for
more experimental and artistic
layout arrangements and open up
more space for contributions. The
glossy paper also lends itself to more
elaborate art work,· such as
photography, and even the possible
use of color. None of these options
were available to the former
magazine.
. The publication schedule is also
altered this year. Athenaeum has
usually been released in May. This
date has had the effect of stifling
resulting interest and. response. One
issue of the new Athenaeum will be
circulated in early January, with a
larger second issue published
hopefully in May. ~'The first
semester edition is designed to sustain interest and keep alive the
possibilities of response, especially
in terms of contributions to the later
edition." ..Leisner states
in his
editorial policy, "We're hoping it will
'break-the-ice' for the second issue."
Money is the main obstacle in the
Athenaeum's path. Even the former
allotment of funds is insufficient to
produce the same magazine this
year. But the innovations Leisner
and Jacober propose require an expanded budget to cover two issues.
The Budget Board's resources are
understandably limited. Of the
$650.00 Leisner and Jacober requested, $80.00 was granted .. With
the combined new and former allotment, Leisner and Jacober expect to
publish the January magazine. If
r.esponse to this issue is significant
enough, the allocation of more funds
for the second issue may be possible.
Leisner and Jacober have taken
their ideas to a number of people for
advice and help. Among these are
John Hughes of the University of

Cincinnati, who oversees the
pruduction of Clifton magazine and
other UC based publications,_ ~nd_
Dick Bird; a Xavier alumnus, who
manages the typographies company
which currently pr.ints the Xavier
News. Both men expressed
enthusiasm for the proposed
AthenaeumThe next consideration for Greg
and Carol is arousing student support for the magazine. They are
eager for contributions and various
types of assistance. This Friday,
November lst, at 1:30, they are·
holding the first organizational
meeting for theAthenaeum, in the
Fordham Room of the University
Center Building. The meeting is for
all students, faculty, and others interested in any way in the magazine.
Anyone interested is urged to attend
or to conta~t Greg Leisner, liO
Kuhlman. (745-3159) or Carol
Jacober (961-7256).

Mulligan tells
of committes
Fr. R. W. Mulligan, President,
has announced the following student
appointments to the 1974-75 Xavier
University committees:
·
Academic Coordinating Council--'
Tom Petre and Karla Thompson,
with I student to be appointed;
Athletic Board- Mike McCaffrey,
Katie Stratman, and James Tobin;
Bellarmine Chapel Council-Daniel
Burke, Mariann Feldman, Mark
Hollrith, and Diane Sentner; Board
of Undergraduate Students
(BUGS)-Anne Huseman and Rich
Laginess; Calendar CommitteeMike McCaffrey; Commencement
Committee-Jim Dwyer and Joyce
Young; Commission on the Status of
Women-Nancy Barone and Denise
Flynn; Council of the College of Arts
and Sciences-Maritn Dybicz, Anne
Huseman, and Richard Laginess;
Fine Arts Committee-Lynn Austin
and Kevin McGraw; Grievance ,
Committee-Mike McCaffrey;·
Honors Programs Committee-1.
Classics, I student to be appointed,'
II. University Scholars Program, 3
students to be appointed; Joint :
Statement Committee-Mark Fette
and Mike McCaffrey; Library
Committee-Marty Dybicz and
Paul Ranieri; Programs and
Publications Committee-Mary
Henkel, John Lechleiter, and Greg
Leisner; Radio-TV CommitteeMike McCaffrey, Russ Read, and
William Rogers; Registration
Committee-Mike McCaffrey with
another student to be appointed;
Social Justice Committee-2
students to be appointed; Space·
Committee-Mike McCaffrey with'
another student to be appointed; and·
University Discipline Committee-4.
students to be appointed.

False from
page 1

Before PI ct.oose a career,
consider What's nat in it for JQU.
The ladder of IUcceU doesn't. nec..sarfly lecid where
you really want to go. ·
Instead of climbing over the heads of competitors at the
. office, maybe you'd be happier sharing In the joys of humble
families or cheering lonely old folks or bringing consolation beyond words to the aHiicted in their moment of grief.
A growing number of young people today are more
attracted by a llfe~ork than a lifestyle.
Find out about the good 'things that are happening
around the country. Let us mail you our free newsleHer for
young people interested in social action and religion.
Just send your name and addreis to Word One, Room
153, 221 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois 60606.
In our kind of work, you start at the top.

The ·claretians
A ROMAN CATHOLIC COMMUNITY OF PRIESTS AND BROTHERS
~hur~dllf,
\

·.•,

\I\.\.

October 31, 1174

BASK IN THE SINGULAR BRILLIANCE .
OP' ONE ftERY DIAMOND SOLITAIRE

You're engaged. And, to him, you're the most
Important one In the world. So let your
engagement ring be one important diamond.
A dazzling, beaming solitaire. We'll show you
an exquisite selection, and help you find
your one true diamond. It will sparkle with
aolitary brilliance ... symbolizing your
b.rilllance together,
Marquise Diamond
I carat only S 799
~carat only S 499

•
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115 RKt Str11t
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111: 621·0704

Western Hills Plm
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Department is always called now.
Two alarms in one month are still
two more than the Fire Department,
the Housing staff, or the irate
students .evacuated from the dorm
find tolerable.
The first alarm at Brockman,
Denyer said, occurred in his absence,
and he hasnosuspects.Inthesecond
incident, however, the alarm was
turned in from the same wing (but a
different alarm): 1-South.
Though Denyer told the News
that he has "no way ofknowing who
did it" and he has "no suspects," he is
al~ged t~ ~ve pushed and shoved
Brockman first-floor residenfTerry
Brennan, at the scene of the second
incident in the early hours of last
Thursday morning. The possiblity
that Brennan might file suit against
Denyer or Xavier was raised in connection with this alleged altercation.
Denyer and Brennan both refused
comment on this subject, but it is
known that a letter of censure from
the Housing Office to Denyerwill be
forthcoming. A law suit, News
sources have learned, is no longer
anticipated.

TOM USHER, SPORTS EDITOR

X sweeps Dayto.n,
end·s season 10•5
By TOM USHER
Sporll Edl!or

fourth in a r..,~ vver-the Flyers; this
one 5-4. It was the big X's last game
of the fall campaign, and the
Musketeers· finished with a 10-5
mark.

Terry Snider laced a bases loaded
single into left field in the bottom of
the seventh inning to score two runs
and pace Xavier to a sweep of a
After Game 2 Saturday,· The
double-header over the Flyers from
Dayton, ·Saturday. at O'Connor M uskie infield mobbed pticher Jim
Field 2~ and 5-4. In this second Murphy, like Game 7 of the World
game of the double dip, Bill M~rris Series. Winning had solidly come to
of U.D. was putting the collar on the :the Xavier Campus, and as George
Muskies. Morris had a shutout five Allen, head coach of the Washington
hitter in the works, with Dayton on Redskins always says, ''winning is
top 4-0, going into the last (7th) in- living."
ning.
· It was an almost 'perfect season. It
When Jim Janszen and David was a season that featured I00 per
Stevenson walked with one out, cent aluminum bats,{or the first time
Morris was off to look for the hot ever. It was a season that spotlighted ..
water. This brought up pinch hitter nine super Freshman, including
Fred Schmerge, who singled, to load seven that started at one time or
the bases off of reliever Ron Smith. another. •t was a season in which.
Smith, who· had problems finding . third sacker Terry Snider hit a 350ft. I
Stell Photo by RANDY ROSWELL
the plate, then walked McCarthy to single, off the top ofthe center field.
Xavier kicker Ralph Dunnigan prepares to score against Marian in the soccer game last Saturday. Xavier make it 4-1, Flyers. Tom Merkel
wall in Louisville. It was a season
outsbot Marian 42-8 but lost the game 3-2.
·
·
made it 4-2 with a fielder's choice that featured David Stevenson's
bouncer to second base. Smith once w bite pair of cleats. It was R~y Troxagain gave up a base on balls, this ell's 450ft. homer at home.
..
time to Steve Jostworth, to set the
But more than this, it was a season
table for Snider with two outs. So
with the score knotted at four apiece, . of excellent defense and superb
Tim Murphy, who picked up his first pitching that gave the Muskiesa 10-5
the
first
team
seemed
to
be
getting
..
serted
into
the
game
midway
through
By STEVE MOS_ER
flat and some of the palyers on the the half, made an acrobatic save win of the season against no losses, record. Double plays IJecame a way·
X1vler NIWI Stiff WrHer
second team were in dire need of leaping high into the air to snag the mowed down U.D. in the extra in- of life to the 'M uskie infield, who
playing time. Even with the subs in shot that seemed to be destined for ning. Murphy had come on in the 7th turned in 4 . in the pair at home
"Shooting was our major the game, the Muskies seemed to the Musketeer goal. This effort with two out and the balies loaded in agaiqst Dayton, and 3 at home while
"entertaining" UC. Steve Jostworth,
problem" was the way Coach Bob control the tempo of the game.
brought the ·estimated overflow relief of Ralph Helmers. .
McKinney summed up last Satur.Janszen lead off the Muskie 8th who led the club almost the whole
One of the few times that Marian · crows of 400 partisan tans to their
day's 3-2 Joss to a hardnosed Marian did manage to penetrate the Xavier feet. The spirit was short-lived as the with a line shot to deep left field, season in RBI's, made an unteam here at Corcoran Field. The defense was late in the first half when first half ended, and the fans went which Rich Polera misplayed to give believlble diving stab agains~ UC
quantity of shOts certainly wasn't the the Muskieswerecaughtcommitting back to their seats to open more "Harpo" a two base error. Janszen that left · everyone shakina their
problem, as Xavier outshot 'Marian a major infraction. Mariancapitaliz- beer.
was then bunted to third by Gary heads like a toy doll with a sprung
42-8. Despite the number of shots ed on the mental error by converting
Coach. McKinney went with the Beck and came home to score the neck. Little~used Freshman Marty
taken by the Muskies, quality shots the free kick awarded to them, and second team to open the second half winning run on a' blackboard Bogenschutz made the catch of the
were at a premium.
the score read 2-1 in favor of the because of their hustling play in the squeeze play off the bat of Dave · year, in this writier's book.Ralph Dunnigan got the game off visitors from Indianapolis.
Stevenson. · Once the dust had
and running early in the first half
Baeball to page 8·
On one of the only six shot
Soccer to page 8
cleared, the Muskies had taken their
· when he drilled a shot into the attempts Marian had in the first half,
Marian goal. The happiness was· Xavier goalie Tom Heskamp, inshort-Jived as Xavier had been called
·for being off-sides on the play and
the goal was nullified. The M uskies
didn't let the loss of)he goal shake
them, coming right back and
shooting at will at the Marian goal.
This constant · pressure on the Ba.•eball. Tuesday, October 22, University of
Cincinnati 3. Xavier 2. Friday, October 25,
Marian defense finally paid off when Xavier 3, Dayton I, and Xavier 6, Dayton 4.
Marian was caught for a major Saturday. October 26, Xavier 2, Dayton 0, and
penalty. handling_ the ball, and X was Xavier 5, Dayton 4 (eight innings).
~aturday, October 26. Marian Colleg~
awarded a free kick, which Dun- Soccer.
3. X;tvier 2. Next game: Saturday, November2;
nigan made good, and the M uskies vs. Thomas More at home at 2:00. Soccer'
held an.early 1-0 lead.
record now: 2-5.
Xavier seemed to have complete Women's Volle)·ball. Wednesday October 23,
Mount St. Joseph 15. Xavier 3; Mount St.
control of the game when midway Joseph
15, Xavier 8: Dayton 15, Xavier 10;
through the first .half Marian scored . Dayton 15, Xavier 3. Thursday, October 24,
on a break-away goal that was Wilmington 15. Xavier 9: Wilmington 15,
::.:...·i
driven past th(! diving out-stretched Xavier 10: Wright State 15, Xavier 0; Wright
State 15. Xavier 13. Upcoming Games: Mon.::;= -~
arms of goalie "A.J." Moebius. At day.
- . .·.· . .
November 4. Campbellsville, Home, 7:00.
this point Coach McKinney went to Cross Country. October 20, Xavier over
an entirely different second team, as N.K.S.U. 7-16.

Xavier outshoots· Marian but loses

The Week in Sports
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Heed nature's call: go weekend camping
to the water and electric outlets months. Some of the most beautiful
avilable at some campsites. TheSe spots can be reached only by walking
Have you ever looked outside types of campers are fine butt hey are. in with a pack. Still, I would not
your windc>'w while you were study- very expensive. Smaller camping recommend this type of camping for
ing and seen the glory of the fall vehicles are buses and pick-up trucks the novice. The special equipment
colors in the trees, the leaves rustling with camper shells. Though some of needed is expensive and if you are
in the wind, and wished *at you these come with a ·variety of not used to carrying 20-30 lbs. on
could be free of the books and the faciltities, they are most often used your back it can be a painful ex·
responsiblilties and be a part of all only for sleeping. However, these perience.·
that beauty? Well, why not? A little too are expensive. A station wagon
walk around the campus is not ex- can also be used for camping out.
Camping Equipment
actly what I had in mind though. There are even special tents that fit on
Why not take a weeke.nd (there are the top of wagons or attach to the
Besides your tent there is some
still a few good ones left!) and really rear to provide more sleeping space. equipment that you will need. Most
get back to nature. Besides a tremen- Still, if you don't have a station of this equipment can be converted
dous feeling offreedom thatmakes a wagon at your disposal, as with the. from everyday items. Most novice
trip like this worthwhile in itself, it is other campers, a station wagon can <!ampers tend to over-equip. Beware
also great fun and very inexpensive.· be very expensive. If by some chance . of this. Look for things that have
Alright, just to be fair I'll admit that you do have quite a large amount of more than one use. Sleeping bags are
camping is not all enjoyment. One money just sitting around, I am sure · good to have, but not altogether
can encounter a few problems, such thataneagersalesmanwillbegladto necessary. A couple of woolen
as being stuck for two solid days in a provide you with more information. . blankets with a canvas tarp that can·
tent that does iiot shed water correctDon't panic! I di~ say that cam- fold to form both a ground cloth and
. ly, with a person who was your best ping is inexpensive, and it can be! A a cover will do. Even if you have a
friend forty-eight hours ago, or the camping vehicle is certainly not sleeping bag a tarp is a good thing to
possiblility of finding that a skunk necessary. In fact, these types of have. It can get very damp, even in a
has take.n a liking to your campsite • campers are so large that they are not tent, and a cover will prevent a sleepwhile you were out hiking. However; able to get to some of the best ing bag from becoming soaked. An
with a little planning and a little locations. Your best bet is a Cent of· air mattress is also nice if the ground
patience most problems can be some kind. Tents are relatively inex- is too hard for you.
prevented or solved without ruining pensive and easily borrowed. You
.For cooking, sj)ecial camping
the fun of the trip.
would be surprised at the number of stoves are avilable. If the cost of one
I presume that my introduction people who have a tent tucked away of these stoves, does not fit your
has convinced you to pack up and go ' in their basement. Tents come in so financial situation, an habachi
camping . this weekend! Having many shapes and sizes that it would withcharcoalandlighterworkswell.
taken up this plan, the first thing to be impossible for me, not knowing Cooking over an open fire is another
do is sit down and think about it. your needs·, to recommend certain option. In any case, long-handled
Though it may sound romantic to types. I'll just give a few basic utensils (forks, spoons, knives etc.)
just take off for the wilderness, a trip guidelines that you can follow if you are necessary. An .iron skillet is good
without some planning can be dis- decide that you do wantto invest in a for outdoor cooking too. Paper
astrous. How do you plan? I'll fill tent. Don't .over-tent yourself. 18 plates and plastic eating utensils are
you in on types. of camping, equip- square feet are sufficient for each great but paper cups are not satisfacment that is necessary, arid locations person planning to sleep in the tent. tory, especially for hot liquids. Unthat are available. Then you can make Remember, a large tent is heavy, breakable metal cups work well. A
your own choices. .
hard to carry, and diffiCult to put up. . good cooler with block ice will keep
Make sw:e that the tent you puchase all your food for at least two days. A
.Types ol camping
is cross-ventilated and that it sheds largejugofwatershouldbeincluded
. There are many ways that YO'!I can . water well. Also try putting up the in y 0 u r supplies. . s 0 me
venture into the wilderness, with tent before you actually head for the campgrounds don't provide clean
facilities ranging from "all the con- . wilderness. There is nothing. more water. A hatchet with a squared-off
veniences of home" to mere protec- frustrating than getting to your butt for pounding will also have a lot
tioli from the elements. Trailers and campsite and finding that you are pf uses outdoors. A kit of personal
self-containedcamperunitsarevery. missing some parts or simply can't items (toothbrush, soap,
popular, especutlly for family c~m.:· .. get the ~ntup. When ·all.else.fails,. washclothes, etc.) and afirst aid kit
ping. As I have said, these campers. ·read the ma?~a~turer's duect10ns! · also should be included. Last but not
have "all the conveniencesofhome."
Backpacking as another type of least, be sure to iriclude a good
Many have their _own generators camping •. in whi~h you carry all of lantern (and waterproofed matches
which enable them to have complete . your equtpment m a fr~med pack on to light it) or a good flashlight. You
kitchen and bathroom faciltiies you back. Backpackmg tnps can . ·might have to find the facilities in the
anywhere. Others can be hooked up coris_ist of one night or a ~umber of middle of the night.
By GAYLE SJAVTON
Xavier N.Wa itaH Wrltar

The clothes that you have will
probably be fine for camping. Make
sure that they are suitable for the
weather, not too tight, and sturdy.
Even in damp climates clothing
should not be water tight. Perspiration can't escape from this type of
clothing, and you will become cold
and clammy. In fall and spring, or at
higher altitudes, a hat and gloves wit
be welcome. Long underwear is also
nice to have when it's cool. If you
plan to do a lot of hiking, I suggest
that you invest in a sturdy, com for·
table pair of shoes. These, too,
should not be water tight for the ·
perspiration will · not be . able to
evaporate. Always wear two pairs of
socks to prevent blisters. You won't
need many clothes. Just a few
changes will be sufficient for a short
camping trip.

Campsites
Now that you've got your tent and
all your equipment, you're ready to
think about. where you are going to
pl!t them: your campsite. Campsites
come in three basic types, A, 8, and
C or primitive. Cla8s A campsites
have approved water under pressure,
drinking fountains, ·waste-water
drains, flush toilets, shower facilties,
numbered lots, picnic tables, and fire
rings or outdoor grills. Class B sites
have approved well or hydrant
water, lighted vault-type latrines,
waste-water drains, either marked or
unmarked lots; picnic tables and fire
rings or outdoor grills. Class C sites
which are often called primitive sites
have only pit-type latrines, waste containers, and waste-water drains.Many parks have facilties for
group camping. Group campsites
have approved well water, vault or
pit latrines, waste-water drains, and
waste containers. In Ohio State
Parks, reservations for adult or
youth group cam ping are mandatory
and must be made with the park
manager at least 14 days in advance
with youth groups having priority.
Some campsites are very commercial. They have swimming pools,
game rooms, laundries, etc. The sites
in this type of campground are often
crammed together. In my· opinion
the primitive sites are the nices~.
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They usually are more isolated.
Though they don't have many conveniences, they bring the camper
much closer to nature. Your choice
all depends on what you are looking
for.
During "in-season" times and
weekends, campsites may be difficult
to obtain. However, if you arrive at
the campground early in the day this
should not be a problem. In a few
campgrounds reservations are possible. It can't hurt-to call and see if you
can reserve a site: In choosing a
campsite, look for level ground
without a lot of rocks or any sign of
insect inhabitance. Trees are good
for shade and privacy. The cost of a
campsite per night ranges from ab- .
solutely free to about $5.00. In Ohio
State Parks the price ranges from
$1.25 to $2.50 depending on the type
of site and the season. In Ohio State
Parks the regulations are as follows·:
(1) Campsites are limited to oc. cupancy by (a) no more than 10 persons; (b) one car, bus, travel trailer,
motor home, pick-up coach and/ or
tent or tents, having a separate or
combined floor space not in excess
of 300 sq. ft.; or (c) one house trailer
·of 30ft. or less in length; (d) only one
motor vehicle, in addition to one of
the above vehicles, for daily
transportation used. (2) Campsites
are limited to 14 days of occupancy
within a 30-day period. (3) No pets
are permitted in camping areas.

Places to go
We are very fortunate! There are
many places to enjoy nature in Ohio.
State Parks and Recreation Areas
are fantastic. A program started in
1963 which is a partofa$100million
capital improvement program has
made a determined effort to increase
the number of camping facilities in
Ohio State Parks. Not only are the
camping facilities good in Ohio, but
also the recreational and educational
opportunities to be found there. You
can find almost any kind of activity
that interests you in one (if not more)
of the 44 State Parks. Do you like
hiking ? Try the miles of trails in
Hocking Hills State Park, Shawnee
State Park, or the miles of the
Buckeye Trail throughout Ohio. Is
caneoing your . interest? Try
Mohican, Dillon, aild.Cowen Lake
State Parks. West Brahsltate Park'
has nearly 20 mil_es of bike trails for
· cycling enthusiasts. Blue Rock, Van
Buren, Findley, Stone Lick, Scioto
Trail, and Tar Hollow have "walkin" campgrounds for backpackers.
Beaver Creek, Lake Hope, and
Hocking Hills all have miles of bridle
trails and horseman's campgrounds.
Twenty State Parks provide interpretive programs. A brochure
printed by the Ohio Dept. of Natural
Resources describes these programs.
During the peak vacation period,
Mid-June through Labor Day,
many park areas have a resident
naturalist to provide a variety of activities designed to increase your enjoyment and better your appreciation of. the natural environment.
This may be accomplished through a
leisurely interpretive hike in a quiet
woods or an auto tour to nearby
significant historical or geological
areas. After dark the activities still
continue. Discover the sounds and
smells of·the out-of-doors on a night
hike, unaided by artificial light. If
you're more inclined towards social
activities, what better than a rousing
sing~a-long at the evening campfire
program. Afterwards, settle back
and enjoy programs on the park and
natural history aided by slides,
movies, or some live "critters." The
end of the summer does not mean the
end of Interpretive Programming.•
From September through May activities are provided to familiarize
park visitors with outdoor Ohio.
Special events sponsored by the
I nterpretivc Services Section give.
you an opportunity to observe
nature in her many forms. In the fall,
rustle through the leaves and enjoy
the color or lose the winter doldrums
with a crisp walk on the Hoc-king
Hills Annual Hi~c. Besides these
organized hikes. several weekends
Camping to page 9
Page 7
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I.M. Trivia Quiz

•·

I. What present.R.A. became famous as a freshman for her speed in
executing the "end around play" for her flag football team?
2. What was the nickname of the large rodent often seen in years past
in the field house and made 'famous several years ago by scraps in the
.fal'ier Nell's?
3. Who is Xerxes X-spects?
4. How close was the winning time in last year's road rally? The
previous year's road rally?
.
5. Name the couple that won last year's "All Night Dance Contest" during Greek week? ·
6. What theme song has been adopted for the campaign to construct a
new intramural facility?
7. What department would be a natural when discussing (last week's
News editorial) a place to house student social programs? (Hint- This
same department initiated the idea for ·and developed Harvest Moon
Weekend, the Haunted House, Blarney Stone Days, and Greek Week).
8. .What event planned for this fall was squelched by the administration?
9. 'What event was planned last spring and was squelched by the administration?
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IM flag football In third week

Tuesday single A games saw the
Pure Prairie League. remain undefeated as they shut out the
Shepherds 30-0. They have ·yet to
give up a point. Swamp evened its
record at 1-1 with a victory over
Meyer Chevrolet, 20-6.

with 3 touchdowns.
Wednesday AA victories went to
the Lovers and Kunda Pins as they
beat the Jamocs and Brockma·n
Bums respectively.lt was the Lovers.
6, Jamocs 2, and the Kunda Pins 36
over Brockman, 0.
One close game and two runaways
. highlighted Thursday's men's and
women's contests. The Hustlers
nipped Reinhardt's Boys 8-6 and
Dana Dan and the Busters shut out
the Kuhlman Klowns, 18-0. The
women's game saw the Leprechauns
route the Gooch Guppies 42-0.
In Tuesday's soccer games,
Brockman beat the Commuters 1-0,
and Kuhlman and Husman played·
to a 1-1 tie.
The hole-in-one contest was won
by Cal Willis with a distance of I foot
10 inches fr.om the pin.
Flag football standings as of October 24 are:

In women's games Tuesday,
Ryan's Raiders nipped the Pass Outs
8-6 . on the strength of a Mary
Rosselot to Peggy Welling
touchdown pass. The Stretch Marks
made it two in a row with a victory
over the Cracker Jocks 34-6. Nancy
~aloney was the star of the game

Men's Monday AA
Brass Bass
2~
Donovan
1·1
Giants
1·1
Midgets
· 0·2
Men's Wednesday AA
Lovers
2~
Kunda.Pins
2~
Jamocs
0..2
Dr. Bums
o-2

The second week of flag football
ended the 24th with some big victories in both men's and women's
games.
In Monday AA action the Brass
Bass won by default over Donovan.
Default was placed on the Donovans
after they failed to show up for the
game. Also the Giants won over the
Midgets in an overtime game. The
Giants gained more yardage in the
overtime period, thus gaining the
victory.

Me11's Tuchday A
Pure' Prairie Lg.
Meyer Chevrolet
Swamp
Shepherds
Mt. Washington

2~

1.000

1·1
1·1
0..1
0..1

.000
.000

Men's Thursday A
Dana Dan
2~
Aarorui
I~
H ustlers
1·1
Rienhardts
0..1
Kuhl. Klowns
0..2
Women's Standlnp
Stretch Marks
2~
Cracker Jocks
1·1
Leprechauns
1·1
Ryan's Raiders
1·1
Pass Outs
0·2
Gooch Guppies. 0·2

1.000

.soo
.sao

.000
1.000
1.000
.000
.000

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025

1213) 477-8474 or 477-5493

Our r11t1rch m1ter111 Is sold for
reu1rch 11111t1nct only;

FAlfiERS
our
and stretch
your bucks.

415 WIST 51TH ST., HEW YOIII,N.Y.1GII19

Cincinnatians
Are Proud of

Their Beer!

Cincinnati, distinguished as the first beer capital
in America, is known throughout. the world
as a great· brewing center. Nowhere will you
··
find better' brewed beer.
Enjoy Cincinnati beer. It's great beer.
It's gooq business.
CENTRAL LABOR COUNCIL • BREWERY WORKERS, LOCALS 199
AND 12 • ENGINEERS, FIREMEN AND OILERS, AND MACHINISTS
Cincinnati, Home of the International Brewery Workers Union
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Thousands of Topics
· $2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (deliverY time is
1 to 2 daysl.
·

PAULISr ·
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RESEARCH

Why be a priest? Certainly, in times as difficult .as these
we live in, being a priest is a lot harder today than'it was in
years past.
And committing oneself to anything for any amount of
time seems to be one of the conflicts of our modern age. But
the priesthood is a challenge. A big one.
Today, .more than ever before in history, men and women.
young and old, are searching for religious meaning, for
withdrawal from isolation and alienation to joyful community
experiences, for Good News in the midst of discouragement
and hope in the place of pessimism.
The Paulists are trying to minister to these needs. As a
contemporary religious community serving the American
people, our mission is to communicate the love of Christ
to people.
Every Paulist is a missionary: in the pulpit or the parish
house ••• on campus or in the inner·city • with the spoken
· or the printed word • • he is communicating to people. His
mission Is to all of America. His mess1ge is love; the love of
Christ for all people.
It isn't easy but the Paulist welcomes commitment.
Welcomes the challenge. If you are interested in the Paulist
way of life, send for the Paullst Pipers.
Write to: Fether Don c. Cempbell, Room 101

Spend a little time studying a Piedmont schedule.
Then plan a weekend. Out on the ski slopes,
· enjoying an out~of-town ball game, partying with
someone special or soaking up the bright city
lights. Or home with the folks. We've got a place
for you. And a Weekend-Plus Plan to help stretch
your funds. Just leave on Saturday and return
before noon Monday. You'll save up to 50% on the
return portion of your round trip ticket, and fly with
confirmed reservations to any of over 75 Piedmont
cities. For information, see your travel agent or call
Piedmont. Take us up.

.sao

University budget shoWs hard-won surplus
universities, especially private ones,
that we have been able to accomplish
that."
Recent Xavier News interviews
The approximate expenditure in
with two full-time financial experts the last fiscal year was $9.6 million,'
on the Xavier campus touched on out of a budget projection of $10,facts, figures, and some opinions.
120,000. The expenditure currently
Praise for all involved in the co- projected for fiscal 1974-75 is $10,operative effort to cut cost was 450,000. Mr. Beumer explained,
stressed by Mr. Irvin F. Beumer, though, that the projected budget
Vice President, Business and figure changes throughout the year
Finance, and Treasurer, while doubt as new expenses are approved or new
that Xavier will be "moving into a grants and donations added to the
broader concept in most areas," es- available funds.
pecially in athletics, came from Mr.
Beumer credited "an excellent
Thomas J. Stadtmiller, Business Budget Committee" aitd the careful
Manager. Response to the possibili- conservation o( funds by all budget
ty of student representation on the administrators with the achievement
Budget Review Committee was non- of the budget surplus ..The Jesuit
committal or skeptical from these contribution of services, valued at
two men who move the money. A about $298,000, and development
hard-won budget surplus was most gifts of approximately $330,000 are
. essential to Xavier's solvency, he also
stressed by Beumer.
In the fiscal year ending June 30, noted. Heumer acknowledged a large
1974, the Xavier University budget reduction in physical plant expenbalanced with $26,695 surplus to be ditures as another factor in
carried over into the current stretching funds.
operating budget. This was the seBeumer co-ordinates over 200
cond year in a row that the budget different budgets, supervises the
came out in the black, following five analysis of expense and projection of
years of deficits. Beumer is "very income that determine budgeting
pleased that even in the face of finan- plans, and chairs the thirteencial stringency facing all colleges and
member Budget Review Committee.
By MA~Y C. HENKEL
Mlll8111ng Edllor

Yearbook is organizing
The yearbook staff has been working on the upcoming 1975 yearbook
since the beginning of the school
year. The work of planning and
organizing the book that is to come
out next fall involves coordinating
the photography of people and
events, organizing ·the layout, selecting the theme, and handling financial matters.
Diane Bechtold is the editor for
the 1975 Musketeer. The staff is not
yet complete; there are openings
with varying duties. One important
position that has not yet been filled is
Sports Editor. Anyone who is wit~ing to put forth the time and effort 1s
welcome to become a member of the
staff. Messages for the yearbook
staff may be sent through the campus mail.
1974 Musketeer Yearbooks are

which includes all Vice Presidents,
some of the deans, two faculty
representatives, and Business
Manager Thomas Stradtmiller.
Stadtmiller. who is responsible for
preparing materials from all budget
administrators for submission to the
planning committee, referred to
himself as "low man on the totem
pole" in an interview. It is he who
works out the details of the budgets
approved by the Board of Trustees
and oversees their administraiton
throughout the year. His office approves purchase orders and requisitions, and issues monthly
reports on each of the many budgets.
His duties may also include an occasional data-gathering assignment
on a progarm whose fate is in question.
When asked about new spending
priorities to be anticipated, Stadtmiller noted that removations and
broadening of departments are
always expected, but that the low
level of undergraduate enrollment
will likely discourage expansion in
general. He could foresee an increasing emphasis on womens' intercollegiate athletics, but thought that
priority changes rather than overall
enlargement in athletics were more
likely under the administration of
President Robert W. Mulligan, S.J.
Stadtmiller's response to the idea
of student representation on the
Budget Review Committee was that
he "probably would not be in favor
of that," and that his basic objection
would be due to the "confidentiality
of material" submitted by the committee. Beumer answered a similar
query by saying that "I'd rather keep
this interview factual. I'd rather not
comment on that right now."
The present format of the Budget
Review Committee is an expanded
one. Three years ago, it was a subcommittee of the Board of Trustees.
The committee meets regularly

Confidentiality is the
basic objection to
student representation
on the University
Budget Committee

throughout the year to deal wfth
budget problems as well as the routine planning of each budget.
Though most members of the committee represent certain blocs of
budgets, both Beumer and Stadtmiller indicated that the member!!
are generally objective and cooperative in their work on the
budget.
The process of setting up the 197576 budget is already underway. Its
preparation began September I with
the gathering of all budget requests
from budget administrators. The
materials assembled by the Business
Manager are next reviewed and adjusted by the Budget Review Committee, then submitted to the President, Fr. Mulligan, who may accept
it or send it back to the Committee
for revision. When the President approves the proposed budget, he
recommends it to the Board of
Trustees, who may or may not request further adjustments. The final
approval of a budget by the Board of
Trustees is in December. The
preparation of the budget nine
months in advance is a recent innovation which, according to
Beumer, allows more time to analyze
expense, but makes it a bit more difficult to project income.
Beumer bases income projections
on estimates of tuition, gifts, and
other income, taking the effect of inflation into account. Gift sources in-·
elude four main development fund
drives (Living Endowment Fund,
Alumnae Living Endowment Fund,
Businessmen for Xavier, and Dads
United for Xavier) and the Advancement Fund, initiated two years ago,
which provides for long-range endowments such as new shcolarships
and specific projects such as the
current renovation of Hinkle Hall.
The biggest single expenditure in the
budget (approximately 60%) i~ for
salaries and employee benefits.

being mailed to those who paid the
50¢ postage and handling fee. The;
1974 yearbooks are still being distributed to those who ordered them.
There are_ still some extra copies
which are being sold for $5.50 on a
first-come first served basis.
·
"Fhe support of the student body
has been essential for the reorganization of the yearbook. That support is
still necessary for the 1975
Musketeer to be a success. Subscriptionsforthe l975Musketeerarenow
being sold for $5.00. There. is a 50¢
postage and handling 'fee for those
·who want thc:ir yearbo.ok mailed to
ed to get a piece of the ball but not
them. (The pnces are the same as they
baggers and RBI's.
were last year.) The subscriptions
Roy Troxell ended up hitting enough as the ball stilr'found.its way
may be purchased at the booth
around .350, with the teams' only ·to the Xavier goal.
The scoring in the game ended
across from the Grill, November4-8
tater-tot (homer), and a ton of RBI's.
or by seeing a member of the
Troxell was also the "D.C." of the when in the last few minutes of the
Bogenschutz hai.ded in a fly, with his year. -That's designated comedian game Xavier was awarded a free kick
Musketeer staff.
back ·to the plate while running up
as Marian had once again been
for those keeping score.
the Xavier left field terrace a few feet
All in all, it was most encouraging caught committing a major infracfrom a tree, early in the year. The
for those looking forward to the tion of the rules. Ralph Dunnigan
shortstop position was shared much tougher spring schedule converted the kick, drilling it past
beautifully between the gloves of featuring Notre Dame and others. It the Marian goalie in much the same
Freshman Mike Bresnan and Terry won't be a total offseason for the. way as he had in the first half. The
, McCarthy. The huge void at catcher, . player though as most will e-nroll in
i M uskies took numerous shots in the
left by the graduation of Larry Lipps rigorous weight-lifting program.
waning minutes but none were for~
was ably filled by the cannon arm of
So it was for fall Baseball. ·tunate enough to find their way to
Joe Carter, and the .384 batting "Groucho," "Harpo," "Snidely," the Marian goal.
average of former McNicholas' star and "Catfish" are all gone for now,
In summary, Coach McKinney
Sam Roflow. The mound crew was
but will undoubtedly be greeted like merely said, "The learning process
paced by Mike Deeley's two wins in
never before once the spring rolls never stops. Winning is great and a
relief, and Krumpelback's 1.24 era.
around. Winners are hard to forget. lot of fun, but learning is the thing."
Hughie "The Catfish" Carmichael
He feels that there has been a huge
also had an excellent year winning I
improvement over the course of tbe
and losing I, with an era below the 3season, but, as pointed out by the
point level. Kevin Lyons' fantastic
loss, there is much more to learn.
curve ball was good for a 3-1 record,
which led the Hill Corps in victories.
1872 CALIFORNIA AVE.
Ralph Helmers, Tim Murphy, and first half. They continued to outMike Tyahur also faired quite well in hustle the Marian team but found it
FREE DELIVERY TO ALL XAVIER
spot duty.
impossible to score despite.
DORMS ON ORDERS OF $5.00
The rookie oft he year award·goes numerous shots. After about ten
OR MORE
to ex-Roger Bac~·n star, and the minutes had elapsed in the half, are set aside for camping, excursions
INCLUDING SUNDAY
designated hitter-second baseman McKinney went back to his first with others who enjoy the outdoors.
TELEPHONE 242-8922
Tom Merkle. Merkle hit .375 with 4 team. They were now well-rested and Serious study ofthe natural environPizza Pies
RBI's, which all came in on game. showed it as they immediately began ment for those with more than just a
12" 15"
Merkle led the squad in runs scored to ·rife shot after shot at the passing interest is undertaken at the
after II games with 9.
Marian goalie, but again he proved Nature Workshops. Guest leaders
1.00 1.65 2.50
Plain •••••••••••••.•••••••••••
Steve Jostworth was "Mr. Clutch" he was up to the challenge making and naturalists give in-depth instruc1.25 2.05 3.10
Ground Sausage •••••••••••••
this year for the big X. Jostworth one great save after another.
tion on such topics as birds,
posted a .307 average most of the
1.25 2.05 3.10
Bill St~ietmann, Rob Sieber and wildflowers, reptiles, amphibians,
Bacon.•••••••••••••••••••••••
way, and also led the squad in three- the rest of the defense, who have ·and rocks." Information concerning
1.25 2.05 3.10
Pepperoni •• ~ •••••••••••••••••.
played well all year, managed to Ohio State Park facilities and ac1.25 2.05 3.10
Mushroom •••••••••••••••••••
keep the ball in Marian's territory tivities can be obtained from the
for almost the entire half. Mike Con- following addresses:
1.25 2.05 3.10
Anchovie •••••••••••••••••••••
nl)lly just missed tying the game on
1.25 2.05 3.10
Onion •••••••••••••••••••••••
at least two different occasions as his Division of Parks and Recreation
shots just glazed by the Marian goal. Dept. of Natural Resources Foun1.25 2.05 3.10
Green Pepper•••••••••••••••••
Joe Rozier made an all-out effdrt on tain Square Columbus, Ohio 43224'
1.45
2.50
3.50
Combination of any 2 •••••••••
a break-away and had the Marian Development Dept. Information .
Exposed once
1.90 3.15 4.45
goalie in a seemingly helpless one on Central Room 1007 Ohio Depts.
Deluxe Combination of any 4•••
one situation, but again the goalie Bldg. Columbus, Ohio 43215
and
only
once.
2.35
4.15
5.55
Super Deluxe Combination of .6
guessed right as to which place to go
and stopped a great shot by the
.25 .45 .55
I hope that when you experience
Extra Cheese •••••••••••••••.••
"Rocket."
·
the
wilderness you will find the joy
TONIGHT
·Marian managed to make good and serenity that I have found there.
BEER AND WINE
one of the only two shots on goal And, I hope that when you comthat
they had in the second half, as prehend the meaning of this unA COMPLETE VARIETY OF
goalie Tom Heskamp seemed to be changed land you wilf understand
HOGGIE SANDWICHES
screened out on play.but still rna~~- why it is so importantto p~e.se{~e it. , ..
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Pandora's box reopened
There was something paradoxicai about the responses which the

News received following publication of the article "Intervisitation

C}Dinion

Policy Causes Some Confusion" in last week's edition. The most
noteworthy comment was uttered by a Student Development Staff
member, who said in effect, "With the publication of that article,
we're going to have to start cracking down on Open House violators."
So, it would appear, the News loses for telling it like it was.
Admittedly, the intervisitation issue has not been a topic of conversation since the last major policy revision in the spring of 1973. No
one talks about it because, well, who wants to talk about it? Students
have little argument with lax enforcement of Open House rules and
. the overseers of the policy have little difficulty looking the other way.
So long as everyone is discreet, why upset the delicate balance?
·Yet, despite all the good intentions, a bit oft he double standard inevitably creeps in. What is overlooked in one dormitory or on one
floor, is penalized in another. Since few know what degree of enforcement to expect in a particular location, the relaxed attitudes bred in
one place meet with unexpected punishment somewhere else. In
effect, everyone is happy_ until a particular R.A. goes on a Clean Up
America campaign.
Such inconsistency is intolerable. Students have a right to know in
no uncertain terms the de facto intervisitation policy governing the
wing or floor on which they Jive, whether or not it agrees with that
spelled out in the Residence Hall Handbook. As it now stands, enforcement varies in accordance with the mood of the Housing
Department, which varies in accordance with the mood of the Stu. dent Development Office, which varies in accordance with the mood
from Above. Such a system is responsive, but ha~dly predictable.
What is more, a reexamination of the present Open House
"guidelines" is past due. Instead of attempting to effect a blanket extension of hours similar to past Open House revision efforts, it may
prove more fruitful to examine the possibility of establishing specific
intervisitation policies for different dormitory areas. Under this plan,
students would be able to opt, to a limited degree, perhaps determined by class year, for the visiting hours which would govern them.
At least then, it would be perfectly clear when and where intervisitation is permitted.

"Well, off to the ol' taxidermist!"

students in the sense of controlling, directing or even strongly influenfi.QgJhem. ____ _
The secret of a new Student(?) is that power must flow from the bottom up. Therefore, any servant-lord relAtionship must become lord
(students)-servant (representatives). Student·(?) must be a group
which can air student views: and place intelligent~ welrthoug11foiiiplans of action before Xavier's administration which will know, in
fact, that students stand behind and support their representatives.
The structure of this Student (?) is essential. Social and academic
functions must be separated completely. The social segment, in
Student Government. Two words which describe a Xavier institu- cooperation with Student Affairs, and with the bulk of the ID money,
tion. That institution has seen comception, action, governance, bad would continue to serve the students with effective social programs.
years followed by good years, and vice versa. Now, as a result of The academic segment, without money as a power base, would have
growing criticism and apathy, that institution is undergoing serious to base its power and prestige on, and eventually be respected for, its
inside evaluation leading, hopefully, to the development of a better true representation, its academic plans, its dedicated efforts, and its
system.
·
·
·
sporadic, yet hard won successes.
Specifically, representatives would then be forced to get more inAs a governing body, Student Government can be classified as a
definite misnomer. The choices are: to rename the institution, to volved in all University activities. Then new Student(?) must be more
make the Senate a truly governing body, or rework the whole idea of than an updating ofthe present of the present Constitution. Building
student representation. To rename an i-neffective body is an evasion new buildings with too many old bricks will only lead to a further rotof the issue. Making the senate a real governing body would likewise ting of the old, and a needless corruption of the new. A chance must ·
be a waste_ of time. No student body can, or will be able to, g~_\f_e_!n be taken; the,re is certainly nothing to lose.

The changing of the law

who will not or cannot tell the truth presented themselves well, and they News to me. When school let out for
does not deserve to be Governor of represented the Xavier community summer vacation, a letter I wrote
·Ohio or any other state.
well, and they are to be commended. was published in your newspaper.
In three p'revious years, I have not The letter was requesting corJohn
F.
Wettstein
It has come to my attention that
seen such co-operation from so respondence. My serial number
James A. Rhodes, Republican canmany students and administrative ( 129-750) ~as wrong and also the addidate for governor, has been
personnel. My task in producing the dress. I also feel because school was
criticizing Governor JohnJ. Gilligan
show was simple in comparison to out and the paper was probably your
for his support of the United Farm
the infinite number of jobs which all last edition before summer vacation
Workers Union, AFL-CIO. Rhodes
carried out to the ininute detail. no one responded to the letter.
has told gatherings that Gilligan's ·
Such work touches on
support of the UFW is hurting
So if you will, would you put my
I am writing this letter to all the . profess~onalism, which eve!Yone iil
Ohio's farmers. ·
name and address in your newspaper
residents of Brockman Hall for the the radio-TV department a1ms for.
along with the information that I am
This is pure crap. First of all, co-operation you extended to me
O~course, I cannote~clude.Sh~rri
lonely and seek correspondence?
Gilligan did not tell Ohioans not to and the crew during the taping ses- lewiS for her exceptional JOb as
I thank you in advance for your
buy Ohio-grown produce. His sion on Tuesday, October 22. I have hostess for the ttalf-ho~r pr~gr~m.
proclamation states: "Now always heard that Brockman was a . Her c~mposu~ and qu1ck thmkmg · assistance on my behalf.
therefore, I, John Gilligan, Gover- zoo, but that night convinced me were Imperative to fo~ a pro~r
nor of Ohio, do hereby declare the otherwise. The Xavier University blend of the m~ny facets mvolved m
Mr. Clarence Wesby
week of September9-1 S to be United Television Institute conducted a the P roductlon. I commend
119-750
Farm Workers Week in Ohio and remote television taping on' the eve~yone fo~ the co-operation and
P.O. Box S7
urge Ohioans to join me in refraining above-mentioned date, and patience which made the show a
Marion, Ohio 43301
from the purchase of non~Unit~" everyone in the dorm managed to success.
Farm Workers lettuce and grapes
Mike Cutler
from California." If the people of hold the noise level to nil.
XUTV Institute Editor's note: The Xavier News
I
also
want
to
take
this
time
to
receives letters similar to Mr.
Ohio would do as the Governor
W,esby's at the rate ofnearly one per
suggests, they would be helping Ohio · thank the guests involved in the
week. Anyone interested in initiating
farmers by purchasing their produce show. The taping was done in Bob
. c.·orrespondance with a prisoner·
instead of scab grapes and lettuce De'nyer's room. He re-arranged the
entire .suite 'to accomodate us.
should stop by the News office in
from California.
Besides .Bob, other guests included
the University Center and check the
Firstofalllwanttothankyouand bulletin board for names and ad·
JamesA.Rhodes;it'sthesameold
Dave Tom, Pat Pholar, and Dr.
songandthesameoldsinger.Aman _Lorraine Perlmutter. They your staff for send\ng _the.Xavier dresses .... ·
·•• ' ; j "!

Defends Gilligan

Thanks given
to Brockman

etters

Prisoner seeks
correspondence
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department of Psychology, says that about
equal weight is given to teaching and research
in Psychology, although a general attitude of
research does not exist at Xavier.
Most all of the Psychology professors are
actively involved in some type of experimentation. Dr. Bieliauskas says that department
members try to reinforce each other, exchanging information and devoting a yearly special
department meeting to research discussion.
Dr. Bieliauskas says, "Research projects
keep professors more up to date. It stimulates
scholarly experience and gives sound personal
experience which can be used for teaching."
· "But," adds Bieliauskas, "No special time is
given for this and the professor must very
often· burn the midnight oil."
Dr. Charles Cusick, Chairman of Biology,
does not find a strict dichotomy· between
research and leaching, but rather comments
that they are two sides of the same coin.
By Richard Laglness
"Research is encouraged," says Dr. Cusick,
"but itisnottheprimarygoal. Teachingis. Yet
research is definitely necessary in the sciences
"Publish! ... or perish!" Such is frequently especially when a teacher ml1st supervise
the plight of faculty members at 'research 'research methodology courses."
orientated' universities. Not so at Xavier.
Dr. Robert Johnson, Chairman of-the
Xavier is basically a 'teaching university,' but department of Chemistry, sees research in a
this does not mean that faculty research is ig- pinched situation at Xavier. Heavy teaching
nored.
loads coupled with financial restrictions and
A faculty member's 'scholarly output' is_ an enrollment squeeze do not allow sufficient
considered for his promotion in obtaining time and money for teacher research. "But a
rank and tenure. But it is not the only chemistry teacher needs to do research," says
criterion. Consideration is also given to the at- Dr. Johnson, "In fact ou·r offering graduate
tainment of a terminal degree, community ser- work commits us to guide students in research
vice, and class performance.
and to do research ourselves."
"The teacher must continually develop but
Faculty research at Xavier is thus advocated, but initiative is largely left up to the the longer a professor does not do research,
individual professor. There is at present no the harder he finds ittodo," remarks Johnson.
organized plan which facilitates university- He feels that the absence of research dims the
wide research. No research funds. No sab- verve of the scientist. Johnson presently does
baticals. However, academic V.P. Fr. Bren- what he terms "vicarious research" devoting
nan recently proposed a Faculty Development time to reading professional journals which
Program to the Xavier chapter of the tell what other researchers are doing. He
American Association of University believes journal reading to be "a poor alterProfessors which could result in 'release-time' native" to "hands-on" research.
"It's paradoxical," remarks Johnson, "that
granted to professors wanting to undertake
projects directed toward professional growth. we seek and'hire PhD. professors highly trainThe emphasis of faculty activity is on. ed in research and then we can not use them to·
teaching with each professor normally carry- do research." He hopes however that the newing a 12 hour course load. Class preparation, ly proposed Faculty Development Program
committee meetings and community services will make some research time and opportake up most of a professor's time. Still tunities available.
_
professors often see research playing a comResearch in the sciences may be highly
plementary and necessary role in a teaching technical as is mathematics professor Dr~
university. Many of Xavier's faculty members David Flaspohler's study of a "Quasiundertake research projects which terminate Stationary Distribution for Markov Chains."
in publication ·in a professional journal.
Such specialized research ofteh connot directCertain disciplines are more accessible to ly be drawn upon for use in the classroom. research than others. Such is the case in the
However, Dr. Flashpohler also engages in
hard science subjects, where research may be more 'visually concrete' projects from which
actively undertaken using scientific methods his students too can benefit. Such is his current
of experimentation.
·
project, working with Mr. Terrence Toepker
Dr. Vytautas Bieliauskas, Chairman of the of the Physics department, in a probability

Faculty
research
at Xavier
is behind
the scene
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By, Tom Flynn

If ttiere is honor to violence, we must get it
. on at once, have done with it, try to live with
our guilt for having so done, and move on.
-Harlan Ellison
The following transcript of a radio imerview is presemed withow comment. The
transcript ll'as discovered crumpled up under
a Van de Graafgenerator in Logan Hall. am/
{iurports to be the transcniJt of an interview
produced and broadcast by the college radio
swtion WVXU-FM-on December 14, 1987.
Federal awhorities have seized the Van De
Gral{/'generator, since chemical analysis oft he
paper upon which the transcript was primed
suggests that the transcript, date and all, may
be genuine.
ANNCR: This is Gary Jackson, WVXU
News. Today I'm interviewing William Clubb,
our new head of Security here at Xavier University.
CLUBB: Just call me Billy.
AN NCR: As new head of security here at X,
what are your plans as far as insuring the saf~-.
ty of students moving on campus?· ·
l I

l

Thuradll~,

I I

l

October 31, 1174

CLUBB: Well, I figgerto use a variation ofthe
flying-wedge formation employed by my ex·superior, Ute late Officer Richter, rest his soul.
Two excursions to each hall on campus will
run daily, with twenty or more students on
each trip. They'll go out in a five-ton halftrack, with the usual automatic penathol-dart
guns side-mounted. With luck, at top speed a
. truck will make it all the way from the University Center Shelter down to the Library
without incident, five runs out of six.
AN NCR: And if the truck doesn't make it?
CLUBB: I intend to follow a strict seniority
system. If we have to sacrifice in order to get
gangway for the truck, we'll throw freshmen
out first, followed by upperclassmen as needed
in order of Grade Point A verate. 'Course, no
matter what, children of alumni are always
last to go, and non-Catholic students go first,
regardless of year ·or class rank ..
ANNCR: I see. But you've only mentioned
transportation up and down the Mall. How
about students going to the Fieldhouse or the
new Corcoran Intramural Building? And what
about Psychology majors going to Elet Hall'!
CLUBB: We'll run two choppers-you know,
helly-copters-a day between the Fieldhouse
an' the roof of Schmidt jes' like always, but we
can't guarantee safe passage through Schmidt
up to the roof any more, not since we lost
Alu_mni Hall right next door. As far as outly- _
ing halls like Elet, Dana, Marion, or the Frat
House, you can forget it. We haven't been able
to get close enough to Elet to rescue the few
surviving faculty there as it is.
ANNCR: Will there be any modifications in
the methods of moving students from the
dorms to the Center Shelter?
CLUBB: The underground tunnels connecting Kuhlman, Husman, and the Center
Shelter are still in good shape. 'Course, we'll
have to buy more nerve gas; the stuff we have
left is purty old.
ANNCR: Isn't the system of flooding the
tunnels with nerve gas at the first sign of
break-in a little ruthless?
·
CLUBB: Yeah, I admit it, you usually lose
most of the kids in the tunnels when the alarm
goes off. But we can't risk the Center Shelter,
and it has taught the students not to turn in
false alarms.

Father Joseph Peters, left, of the Biology
Department and Dr. Robert Thierauf,
below at the right, have long been active
in research pursuits. Dr. Thierauf is
shown last sprin~ when he was awarded
the D. J. •O'Conor
Memorial
Professorship, Xavier's first endowed
chair.

·I
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study of a "bent coin's" chances of coming up dent.
heads or tails. The research is more readily unDr. Miller does not think that research gets
derstood but still is based upon a theoretical too technical for student participation: "All
treatment of the angle of inflection in the the student needs is a little more direction."
"bend" of the coin.
Dr. Miller is pleased that the laboratories can
Faculty research in the Physics department _be left open and that the relatively small size of
capitalizes on student participation .. Dr. the Physics department makes faculty-student.
Miiier, Chairman of Physics, explains that research feasible.
research is currently. underway in biophysics
Non-science professors too engage in
· and optics where a faculty member works with manifold research activities, although the very
a student as "a colleague" in the experimenta- nature of their discipline often denies use of a.
tion. This practice has in the past resulted in a
laboratory as a research center.
number of professional research publications
co-authored by a Physics professor and a stuResearch to page 12
AN NCR: What about Brockman Hall? It's place. A kid walking alone on the Mall after
been vacant and abandoned five years now. dark was- well, you jes' wrote him off.
Do you plan to tear it down?
In '82 we had to admit we wuz under siege.lt
CLUBB:Naw, we'll leave it up. Frankly, bein' was strictly travel in groups or in vehicles by
as it was never cleaned after the last occupants . day, an' no travel exceptio' by armed bellyleft in '82, we're sorta hoping some kinda dis- copter at night. But I swear, this last year them
ease might breed in there, y'know, and kill off dogs have gotten more smarts. Now they'll
the dogs.
slash halftrack tires unless'n the thing is doin'
AN NCR: For the benefit of listeners who at least 40-an' last week they even brought
might be unaware of the crisis Xavier is facing, down a chopper tryin' a take off ofra Schmidt:
could yc;m outline the history of the canine Close to fifty dogs grabbed onto the landing
crisis?
'
gear an' jes' weighed her down too much. 01'
CLUBB: Sure will. Puttin' it simply, for .the chopper bounced ofra D'artagnan an' blew up
last five years, ol' XU has been terrorized by in the Library fountain.
packs of vicious, deadly dogs. We should 'a ANNCR:Whew. Getting back to the present:
seen it coming; why, I remember 'way back in do you plan to push for any major policy
'72 or '73 a lot of big dogs roamed the campus changes? ·
at night, and by early '74 packs of four or five CLUBB: Darn right. We need bullets in our
· were purty common even in daylight. Kids guns-not them cheap sodium-penathol
with pet dogs used 'ta let them run with the darts. Y'know the Administration ruled back
packs too. Now everybody knows, once dogs in '8 I that shoot in' the mutts with real guns
git ta travelin' in packs, their· domestication was inhumane; thet' the Student Senate
starts wearin' off, an' they get vicious. But, of boycotted any anaesthetic stronger'n penathol
course, nobody did much about it. Heck, I 'cause it had bad side effects on the animals.
remember one year they used 'ta let the pack .Sheez-tryin' to bring down a charging Canleader sleep in the dorms! Even kids from Ken- nis ChuChuis with penathol darts is like trying
tuck' or Tennessee did it, an' you think they'd to hit an SST with a BB gun.
know about dog packs.
AN~CR: Would you repeat that, Mr. Clubb'?
AN NCR: But it didn't become a real problem You actually want to use -guns? Don't you
think that's needless cruelty, killing off those
until 1980, did it, Mr. Clubb?
CLUBB: Nope. But sometime in the spring of poor innocent beasts like that'!
1980, them dogs mutated. We think it happen- CLUBB: Them rnutts're killin' people,
ed like this: since the early '70's, the Univer- remcmher'!
sity'd been boycottin' that there Teamster let- AN NCR: But does that, in your opinion,
tuce. Now you know those U.F.W. people justify persecuting the dogs? As Christians, we
won't let the growers spray their crops righi;. must remember that they arc just dumb
we figger some germ or other came in on the . _ animals. They have no soul, no sense of right
lettuce. Didn't do nothing to the students·; but · ··and wrong--- they aren't culpable. They can:
when the dogs caught it, the germ did ge-netic
not be held responsible and punished fordamage. The puppies born that year came out CLUBB: Oh, mother of -Sssssssh! (LONG
-d{fferem.
PAUSE.) You hear that, boy?
ANNCR: "Different" how, Mr. Clubb'!
ANNCR: What, Mr. Clubb?
CLUBB: They were a whole new speCies. CLUBB: At the end of the hall-by the
Canis ChuChuis, they called 'em. No matter steps.-Barking. I'm afear'd that thi
what'cha call 'em, they're big, they grow like
... the transcript ends there. The paper-like
crazy,. they're vicious-and they reproduce material on u:hich it was typed is ripped as
like rabbits. By, oh, May of 1980, a couple 'a though by claws or teeth, and there is a very
students had got theirselves hacked up by large canine footprim on the bottom of the
dogs, but nobody did anything. Then in the sheet. Laboratory tests have determined that
fall of '80, it got serious, and two students got the foot prim, as well aJ' a number of other
killed. By '81 them dogs were all over the brown spots on the page, is of human bloo41 ,
Pege11

Dr. Goodman does not advocate professional publication work
tion of professional article~ much of
so much research that a professor is although Education Professors are
which is nothing but chaff.
Such an attitude is not indigenous overburdened and not able to update involved in theoretical works, such
his course. "But; if you really want as Drs. Bryant, Riordan, and
to Xavier. Faculty members in
English undertake research as a . to, you can get the research done," Rinsky's research on the theory of
Mr. Joseph Wessling, Associate matter of personal prerogative. Dr. remarks Goodman, "you just miss a curriculum.
Chairman of the department of Karl Wentersdorf, Professor of few b'all games."
Dr. Aifred Beigel, Professor of
English. points out the· pernicious English, has published ·some 25 arThe philosophy research collec- Modern Languages, admits that it is
effects of a "publish or perish" men- ticles in professional journals during tion in the library has been built up very hard for a faculty inember to
talitv. "Publish or 'Perish" leads to his 18 years at Xavier. He researches over the years. And this is a great make the time to do the scholarly
the ·selfish attitude of ill-prepared to keep abreast of his field. Also, his asset for philosophical research ac- work he would like to do. Dr.
teachers who must look out for their work is inspired from reactions ac- cording to Dr. Bernard Gendreau, Beigel's book on the Austrian poet
own good, rather than the students. crued from his teaching experience. Chairman of the Philosophy Albert Ehrnstein, Erlebnis und
In addition there results ·a prolifera- · Dr. Wentersdorf notes that some of Department.
Flucht lm Werk A /bert Ehrensteins
his research topics are only
Xavier's Philosophy professors do (Experience & Escape in the Work of
peripherally related to his specific engage in research often related to Albert Ehrnstein) took 6 years to·
course interests ... a sort of 'research their specialized fields and interest,~ write. Dr. Beigel sees the professor's
hobby interest.'
but still it is teaching and student first duties to his teaching but he
definitely advocates the "Teacher"Publication is not necessarily a contact which is emphasized.
Scholar" professor;,
sign of good teaching," observes
"It is for that reason that I can
Research is by no means neglected
Wentersdorf, "but it is a goodway of
mastering and expanding one's own leave my door open to students when in the college of Business AdI could otherwise be out doing ministration. Dr. Thomas
insights." Dr. Wentersdorrs most reresearch," says Dr. · Gendreau ..
cent publication undertakings in- Dr. Gendreau says that research Hailstones, Dean of BA, says that
the business school isn't around to
clude articles on Beowulf. Dr.
topics have up till now been basically state the business conceptions of
Faustus. and Hem)• V.
subject and content orientated. He
Dr. Paul Simon: Chairman oftpe does see a need to conduct research how things were but it should go out
· and forge new ideas. Dr. Hailstone
His tory department. states that
on the methodology of ·teaching sees the "research nuanced nature of
·teaching and research are "inexphilosophy.
Business" consisting in the study of
tricably intertwined."
how
to handle and solve problems in
conThe
Education
department
"There is no good teaching
without research," says Simon, "but ducts research with a different twist. business and business administrait is nice to be at Xavier where there Dr. Roman Schweikert, Chairman tion.
The business college is productive
is no terrible pressure on the faculty of the department of Education,
says, "What keeps you alive in in its varied forms of research. Arti~
to do research."
In History, Dr. Robert Goodman Education is the continual involve- cle and textbook publication is a mahas recently done research on Alex- ment in schools." The laboratory for jor activity. Actual business arbitraander Von Humboldt, a nineteenth Education is the city school. The tion, as conducted by Drs. Hayes
century German naturalist, scientist, Education department has been and Donnelly, is a specialized
SOMETHING STRANGE: Is going to
and explorer of Latin America. He is currently contracted through a $40,- business research project.
happen tonight at midnight on WVXU-FM.
Dr. Robert Thierauf, Chairman of
also researching the "mythical Lake 000 project sponsored by the Jergens
A0045.
Parima" of the Amazon region men- Foundation to retrain the faculty of ·the Department of Management and
ROOM FOR RENT: Male Student, $15.00
the Hoffman Public School. All Industrial Relation was awarded the
tioned by Sir Walter Raleigh.
per week, 1460 Dana on the corner of
Dr. Goodman feels that his part-time Education faculty work in new "D.J. O'Conor Chair" in April
Herald. A0046.
publications benefit the university, schools and all the. undergraduate 1974. This chair supported hini durPROFESSIONAL TYPIST: 50¢ a page. Call
giving it publicity in scholarly faculty have observation, tutoring, ing the summer months in multiple
542·6569. A0047.
business research undertakings. Dr.
TWIN MATTRESSES: Excellent condition, circles. He too can often draw from · or consulting functions in schools.
"Research" in Education is not Thierauf has published textbooks in
his research to supplement class lec$20 each. Call 662-3625 after 5. A0048.
used in a strict sense to mean the fields of operations research,
tures.
GEORGE: I love your lovely gift, but I can-
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not possibly keep it. It's already eaten half
the living room and my brother. Essie.
A0049.
DISREGARD: the above ad. A0050.
SKI BOAT: 16ft., 75 H. P. ·Evinrude, $800
includes everything. Caii771-3708 .. A0051.
NOW TWICE A WEEK: "The Flying
Dutchman of Space," Mon. and Thurs. at
10:30 on WVXU-FM 91.7. A0052.
ONE FEMALE: Wanted to break Open
House from 1 -3 A.M. Contact first floor
Kuhlman, A0053
35mm CAMERA wanted. Call Richard 7453806.

data processing for business and
management, and management informations systems.
He is currently working on three_
books, including a revision of his
Decision Making Through
Operations Research, co-authored .
by Mr. Robert Klekamp, Associate
Professor of M~nagelnent. The
book has been out in Spanish,
Japanese, English, Taiwan, and International editions. Dr. Thierauf
writes about what he teaches so as to
have areas of expertise. Says
Thierauf, "I write, teach,'· and
research as all part of the same ball
game."
The department of Hospital Administration has a rather unique
research phenomenon: a research
professor. Mr. Eric Dam was named
Assistant Research Professor upon
his arrival in August, 1974, as the
result of a $58,000 HEW grant to,
Xavier's Hospital Administration
program ·for. a two year research
study in Medical Care OrganiZation.
Professor Edward Arlinghaus,
director of the HA graduate
·program, says that once the federal
funds ~ere available, the university
was most receptive to taking on a
research professor. Says Arlinghaus,
"The. beauty of a place like Xavier is
that it is very fluid. If you come up
with a good sellable idea, you can
often put it into practice."
The activities and nature of faculty research at Xavier are varied from
department to department and
likewise depeJtd ·upon the
predispositions and inclinations of
the individual professors. The administrative policy however is not
the ·research-orientated "Publish or
perish;" rather, Xavier's attitude is
student-oriented. As Dr. Hailstones
puts it, "Stimulate or terminate!"
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WANTED. Mannual typewriter with French
and German accent keys. Call Dick 7453806.
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